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Macro Economics and Economic: Development of Pakistan 100 Marks

Section-I: Macro Economics

1. A FRAME-WORK FOR MACRO ECONOMICS


2. DETERMINATION OF NATIONAL INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT (two Sector Economy):

   (i) The Classical Theory Employment


   (ii) Keynesian Theory of Income and Employment:


3. DETERMINANTS OF NATIONAL INCOME (Two Sector Economy):

   (i) Consumption:


   (ii) Investment:

       Investment and Capital Determinants of Investment. Marginal Efficiency of Capital (MEC) and Marginal Efficiency of Investment (MEI) Optimal Level of Investment. The Principles of Acceleration.
4. **GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM IN THE GOODS AND MONEY MARKET:**

5. **FLUCTUATIONS IN NATIONAL INCOME:**

6. **MONETARY INFLUENCE ON INCOME DETERMINATION:**

7. **FISCAL POLICY AND INCOME DETERMINATION:**

**INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND INCOME DETERMINATION:**

**Section-II:** **Economic Development of Pakistan**

1. **THE CONCEPT AND MEASUREMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT**
   Main Features of Developing Economy with Special Reference to Pakistan.

2. **AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRY:**
   Relative Importance of Agricultural and Industrial Sectors in the Economic Development of Pakistan.

3. **ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT THROUGH PLANNING:**
4. ECONOMIC PLANNING IN PAKISTAN


5. RESOURCE MOBILIZATION FOR PLANNED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN PAKISTAN :

(i) Financial Resources:
Domestic and Foreign Resources of Pakistan. Extent of Pakistan’s Dependence on Foreign Aid and Debt Servicing Problem.

(ii) Human Resources :

NOTE
(i) Six questions will be let from Section-I and four questions from Section-II. The candidates will be required to attempt five questions in all selecting three questions from Section-I and two questions from Section-II.
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